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THE INNER-RING INVASION OF MUSLIM PEOPLES AGAINST ISRAEL

The catalyst that will unify the various the ‘Inner Ring’ of Muslim political-military fronts within nations coordinated in an effort to destroy Israel.
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‘Come they say, Let us destroy them as a nation, that the name of Israel
be remembered no more...with one mind they plot together; they form an alliance
against you.’

Al Qaida

Isis

Hamas

The various attacks on Israel and Jerusalem in ancient times where
solely the effort of 1 nation or people at a time and at a particular
time, be it the Egyptians, the Assyrians, Persian, Greeks, Romans,
etc. In those times, Israel was on the map as Judea primarily but no
confederation of nations ever came against it as Psalm 83 describes.
It was only after the Romans exiled Israel that the Land then it was
ruled by the Byzantines and later on by the Muslims. Such were the
true ‘Occupiers’ of the Promised Land as the Romans changed the
name from Judea and Samaria to Palestina. In modern times the
Ottomans and the British were the only nations that come up against
the Promised Land but in a time when Israel was not sovereign nor
on the ‘map’, etc. Neither during this time was the Promised Land
invaded simultaneously by 7 ethnic peoples all of the same opposing
religion of Islam.

It was not until the UN Partition Plan that the neighboring
Muslim nations and their ethnic peoples objected to
Israel’s rebirth. In the first example of a confederation of
Muslim nations did come against Israel in 1948 which
became the War of Independence. At this time, a nation
state of ‘Palestine’ did not exist. The ethnic peoples of the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank, which are ancient Samaria
considered themselves Arab and Muslim foremost under
the Caliphate of the Ottomans and then Egyptians and
Jordanian rule. There was never a ‘Palestinian’ ethnic
movement in protest under these ruling powers. It was
only after the victory of Israel during the 1948 War of
Independence that all of a sudden the ‘Palestinians’ now
existed and demanded a state of their own.
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Total initial estimated fatalities:

302,670
Total Estimated injuries:

508,430
In any given 24-hour period, there are approximately ~152,000 people in
the 1 psi range of the most recent detonation.
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The purpose of this study is to examine the many theories, variables and speculations
of what has, is and/or will constitute the Psalm 83 War. The Bible states most definitely
that there is coming a time when 7 major people groups, all enemies of YHVH’s earthly
People will confederate to attack it to have the name of Israel be remembered no more.
What is unique about this prophecy is that the coordinated attack is unified and then
comprised of the nation bordering Israel that are all Muslim and Arab in general. This
study will suggest that although the nation states that this study calls the Inner-Ring of
Muslim nations will be involved, it will be the various ethnic peoples within those nations that Psalm 83 specifically names that will be most likely the attackers.
What this study foremost wishes to establish is that this conflict is essentially a real
spiritual one. It pegs one religion against another but more precisely and distinctly from
all other religious conflicts. There are 2 religions that are vying for the same Biblical
and Spiritual Birthright of the Bible pertaining to what YHVH promised to Abram. Why is
this a big deal? The outcome of whom will eventually prevail will have the Birthright, the
Land, the King, Jerusalem and whole world to rule. Such a People would be the ‘Head’
and not the ‘Tail’ of the world in the New Word Order to come or ‘New Age’ to some.
These 2 religions are Judaism and Islam. There is a 3rd dimension, that of the Church
Body of Christ. In the Christian narrative, this Birthright has been secure by Jesus
Christ.
This study thus suggests that it will be the various Muslim paramilitary factions within
the various adjacent Inner-Ring of Muslim nation states that will attack Israel. One has
to realize that 2 out of the 5 nations that border Israel have an official Peace Treaty, that
being Egypt first made by Sadat and Begin. Then King Hussein of Jordan made peace
with Rabin of Israel. The point is that the various ethnic peoples that make up the now
modern nation states of the various adjacent Muslim nations are the paramilitary
factions that aligns with the ethnic listing of the Psalm 83 prophecy. In the West, most
think that the Middle East is all ‘Arab’ and Muslim’. To a degree is this true but the
Muslim World is not entirely made up of Arabs, ethnically. Sure there has been a lot of
interracial mixing but so has it been with the Jews. Nonetheless, given that the Bible in
Psalm 83 specifies 7 main people groups, it is rather interesting that there is currently 7
main paramilitary factions within Islam that are vying for the total destruction of Israel.
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SINGLE 100 -150 KILOT ON NUCLEAR STRIKE ON DAMAS

The catalyst that will unify the various ‘Inner Ring’ of Muslim ethnic paramilitary fronts within the 5 nations might be the Burden of Damascus as foretold in Isiah 17. .

Damascus, Syria
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Suspected Israeli Nuclear Arsenal SLBM
Total initial estimated fatalities:

302,670
Total Estimated injuries:

508,430
In any given 24-hour period, there are approximately ~152,000 people in
the 1 psi range of the most recent detonation.
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The Muslim Confederation
This study suggests that the confederation of Inner-Ring will be the Muslim peoples that constitute the various paramilitary fronts. Such Muslim alliances have
occurred before against Israel and for that reason, many End Times Biblical scholars are skeptical that the Psalm 83 War is yet to occur in the future. Many propose
and believe that such an alliance occurred already in 1948 with Israel’s War of
Independence, or during the Yom Kippur War of 1973, for example. Although such
were the case, not all the Arab nation were present as the Psalm 83 list specifies.
As in all ethnic groups, there are varying degrees of unity and dedication. In the
case of the Arabs at large, this has been true as the expanse of the territorial dominion of the Muslim World stretches from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean and on
the 3 main continents of Europe, Asia and Africa.

The USA made F-35 can deliver a nuclear
device and evade enemy radar with hightech capabilities.

The following are the 5 Muslim
nations bordering Israel.

City of Jasmine
Urban area of 30 sq mi
~2 million in large metropolitan area of ~3 million
50 miles inland from Mediterranean
2,230 ft above sea level
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JERICHO 3

1,711,000 population

However, there is no single issue that unites the Arabs or more precisely the Muslim World than issues with Israel than Jerusalem. Aside from the cause of the Palestinians, most other Muslims in the world only pay lip service and provide funds.
However in the last decade, due in part by the Syrian Civil War. Once the Syrian
Civil War ends, the Muslim mercenaries from all over the Muslim World will converged upon Israel. What this study proposes is that there will be a coming day
when there will be an event, so striking and belligerent on the part of Israel that the
various Arab fighting factions that in some cases are fighting each other will unit
to confederate themselves against Israel in an open and militaristic attack. Such
will militarily coordinate an attack on 7 fronts by the 7 ethnic Muslim paramilitary
groups.

JERICHO 1

1. Egypt
2. Arabia
3. Jordan
4. Syria
5. Lebanon

In 1948, the confederation of Muslim peoples could not
fit the Psalm 83 narrative and listing of ethnic peoples.
During the 1957 Suez Canal War the Muslim confederation
of various peoples had no chance at a confrontation. In
fact it was Israel with the consent of the British and
French that took over the entire Sinai Peninsula. Then in
the 1967 6-Day War, it was Israel again that pre-empted
the military strike as it was evident that the confederation
of Muslim nations led by Egypt to include Syria and also
Jordan were poised to strike at Israel. The only time that
the Psalm 83 prophecy came close to being fulfilled was
during the Yom Kippur War of 1973. In this case there
were several Muslim armies armed to the teeth with the
latest Soviet weaponry. The Muslim confederation did
initiate a preemptive strike on Israel. However, the
Palestinians were not part of a nation state at that time.

It is interesting that the factor of 7 always seems to occur when there is a major
war or prophetic move in the ‘chess board’ of the prophetic Middle East concerning Israel. This numerical factor of 7 Muslim people groups or nations occurred in
1948, 1967 and 1973. Although the majority of such people groups would be seen
as Arab and Muslim, there is a Biblical distinction based on geographical locals.
The following are some geo-political observations regarding why the Psalm 83 War
is not yet fulfilled. Although the prophetic pattern is there and has echoed down
through history concerning Israel’s invasions.
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Tel Aviv + Haifa + Jerusalem, Israel

The purpose of this illustration is to show that only 3 atomic 50 megaton detonated on the 3 major population hubs in Israel would destroy the nation.

Enter a yield (in kilotons):

‘Ivan Bomba’ - largest USSR bomb designed (50 MT)

SPIRIT OF HAMAN

LATTAKIA

The same Spirit of Haman that sought to destroy the earthly
People of YHVH has risen up again in these Last Days
to attempt such a task. The modern counterpart of
Haman, Iran’s leaders likewise publically announce
the need to impose a national genocide upon Israel.
The current Shia eschatology demands such a
scenario in order to usher in their Islamic
New World Order.

Total initial estimated fatalities:

5,460,540
Total Estimated injuries:

2,953,950

The rhetoric used by the Muslim clerics
and the Iranian President to eradicate
the Zionist ‘menace’ is taken quite
literally by the Israeli leadership, they
have to. What is different in allowing
Iran to possess a nuclear armory is that
it is a pre-requisite tool pledged to be
implemented in order to unleashing of
the advent of their ’Messiah’ -the Mahdi.

2040 Mile / 2000 km Range

Population: 8.38 million (2015) World Bank

6,484,000 Jews or about 74%
Continent: Asia
Official languages: Hebrew, Arabic, English
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1,820,180 dead
984,650 more injured

The Iranian Shi’ite Revolutionary
Guard, after the order of the
Immortal of the Persian Empire, etc.

2040 Mile / 2000 km Range

Founded: May 14, 1948

1,820,180 dead
984,650 more injured

Khorramshahr

Capital: Jerusalem

This study suggests that in the End of Days, it would appear that the Isaiah 17 Burden of
Damascus will set the stage for the domino effect of wars that will center on Jerusalem.
This study suggests that the cause for this confederated Muslim unity is caused by the
Isaiah 17 prophecy concerning the total destruction of Damascus. In fact this Psalm 83
War of the Inner-Ring of Muslim people factions is what this study strongly suggests will
pave the way for the Covenant with the Many. It will be when Israel will ‘confirm’ a Peace
and Security status presented by the false Messiah as it will be miraculously victorious
over such Muslim people factions. The Psalm 83 verse in the Bible discloses the real
heart of the matter for the Muslims in particular. For all the talk of accepting a 2-State
Solution, it is a farce.
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1,820,180 dead
984,650 more injured
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‘Philistia’ had no formal fight nor military divisions other than local militias poorly armed.
This war was set between nation states against Israel, not any paramilitary faction like
the Palestinian Liberation Organization PLO that was founded in 1964. It would be later
on that such a group, with the arms and support of all the neighboring Muslim states
aided this cause. Since the 6-Day War, the PLO fought directly not only against the IDF,
but Jewish civilians and not just in Israel. The PLO then entrenched itself in Jordan then
in Lebanon as it nearly took over Jordan. This led to the invasion of Southern Lebanon
during the 1980s by Israel. Under the command of Yasser Arafat, the PLO then went to
Tunisia. At no other time did the PLO join such a military operation to be part of the
coalition to destroy Israel collectively. Thus the key to the Psalm 83 type of Muslim
Confederation is the ethnic group of ‘Philistia’ that joins on an equal footing to the rest of
the other paramilitary Muslim factions.
Although the Arab League formed the PLO, it has been helpless in formulating any direct
military alliance against Israel, although it has construed Arab military coalitions in the
past. In addition, oil rich nations like Qatar do seek to have a EU style defense pack in a
unification attempt to bring the Muslim World together in defense of ‘Palestine’. The
problem with ‘Palestine’ is that there is no historical precedence of such a nation state
wherein ‘Philistia’ or Palestine was ever sovereign as Israel was and is. The Gaza Strip
had always been incorporated in the governed states of Jordan and Egypt, which again
coincidently the Palestinians never demanded a state of their own nor where the Muslim
nation states ever thinking of granting one during those ‘occupying’ times. There was
never a normal or informal ‘Palestine’ to speak of. Only in these Last Days, coinciding
with Israel’s 70-year anniversary is there an informal State of Palestine to speak of.
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‘Israel must be wiped-off the Earth.’
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